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A Village
This village is having a Water Supply Scheme. Can you see
the Intake Structure, Reservoir Tank, the Break Pressure
Tank and the Tapstand?

Water Caretaker
Water Caretakers) are selected by communities & trained by
Dzongkhag Engineering Staff. During Training, Caretaker(s).of
each scheme are issued a tool box.
The main responsibilities of a Water Caretaker are;
1. Preventive maintenance - cleaning of tanks, valve chambers,
etc. regularly
2. Regular inspection of schemes to see that it is functioning
properly.
3. Minor repairs like repair of bibcocks, joining pipes etc

9)

Tools
The following tools are shown in the drawing.
1. Pipe wrench

The pipe wrench is used to fit GI pipes and sockets.

2. Plier

The plier is used for small jobs such as changing the
tap washer.

3. Adjustable wrench

The adjustable wrench is used to fit or unfit valves,
taps and nuts and bolts.

4. Thermochrom
Crayon

Once the heating plate is used in joining HDP pipes
together. The Teflon cover must be removed before
heating the plate with blow torch or open fire.

5. Heating plate

The heating plate is used in joining HDP pipes
together. The teflon, cover must be removed before
heating the plate over fire

6. Hacksaw

The hacksaw is used for cutiing the pipe to the
appropriate length.
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Spring and Spring intake
1

Spring can be found at many places. The water that comes out is
normally safe to drink. In the wet season more water comes out
of the spring, however in the dry season some springs will
completely dry up

2

When the spring is used for the water supply scheme of your .-.
village, one or two stone constructions can be seen near the
spring. One construction covering the place where the water is
coming out of the ground and thus no water can be seen here.
The sec ond construction which is normally close by, is called
Spring Intake. The spring intake has two parts, the first part is
the collection chamber and the other part is the valve box. In the
valve box you can see valves which has to be opened/closed for
maintenance and cleaning. The area around and above the spring
should be fenced to prevent access of animals and playing children.
This fence is very important for a good and safe water quality.
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Stream and stream intake
1

Streams can easily be seen in the forest. The size of a stream,
just a like a spring will change with the season.

2

A Stream Intake looks almost the same as a Spring intake. The
first structure is in or at the side of the stream. The second
structure is the stream intake which also has two parts. The
first part is the collection chamber and the second part valve
box. Both parts are normally closed with a round cover. The lady
caretaker has removed the cover of the valve box to close one
of the valves. Once the valve is closed she can clean the collection chamber. Sand, leaves and mud have to be taken out
during regularcleaning.
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Where can we find Valves?
1.

In the Valve Box of the Intake Structure, you can find two valves. Both
valves look the same but are placed in different pipes. One valve is put in
the outlet pipe which is going to the tapstands and this valve is normally
open. The other valve is placed in the washout pipe which is used during
the cleaning of the collection chamber and this valve is normally closed

2.

In the Valve Box next to the reservoir tank you will also find two valves.
Here also one valve is put in the outlet pipe which is going to the tapstands
and this valve is normally open. The other valve is placed in the washout
pipe which opened during the cleaning of the collection chamber, so
normally this valve is closed.

3.

A valve can also be found at the back of a tapstand. This valve is put in a
stone masonry box or in a wide GI pipe with a screw cap on top. This
valve has to be closed when repair of the tapstand is necessary. The
valve is also used to reduce the flow of water to this tapstand.

Cleaning an Intake Structure
This is a Stream Intake Structure and it is getting its regular
clean up by the caretakers. The cleaning operations for stream
intake and spring intake are almost the same. The caretakers
have removed all the leaves before removing the covers. The
man is cleaning the strainer while the woman is opening the
washout valve. The fencing is still intact.
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Cleaning the Reservoir Tank
1.

Reservoir Tank need regular cleaning by the caretakers. First the
caretaker closes the valve in the outlet pipe that is going to the
tapstand and then she opens the washout valve to drain the
remaining water

2.

To remove all the sand and other dirt from the tank, one caretaker goes into the tank with a bucket to collect it. Finally she
uses the water at the bottom to remove the last parts of the
dirt through the washout. When the caretakers have cleaned
the tank, they close the washout valve and open the outlet
valve. Now the water can flow to the tapstands near the houses.
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Cleaning a Break Pressure Tank
1

The caretaker is cleaning the Break Pressure Tank or BPT. With
the valve key he has opened the washout valve and with a
broom he will remove the dirt inside the tank.

2

Inside the Break Pressure Tank you can see a float valve. When
the float is lifted up, no water should come out and when the
float is down water will flow into-the tank. The float valve
should be closed before the tank overflows.
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Air Release Valve
Air Release valves can have different shapes but their function is the same. Air trapped in the pipeline will cause a poor
flow of water and therefore has to be removed. Air can be
removed through this air release valve.
The Air Release Valve is situated in a stone masonry box with
a concrete cover top to prevent damage of the Air Release
Valve.
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Spare parts
The following spare parts are necessary for the regular maintenance
of your Rural Water Supply Scheme.
.
1

A brass tap

2-3)

Rubber washers for inside the taps

4)

GI socket

5)

GI nipple

6)

HDP pipe

7) •

HDP Tee

8)

A valve

9)

HDP strainer
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LEAKING TAPS
Leaking socket
Fit the bibcock and socket nicely again with hemp and pipe joining compound. Or replace the socket when it is cracked.
Leaking top part
First check with the sliding wrench or pliers if the top nuts is properly
tied. Try to tie it a little more and see if the leakage stops. If this not the
case then the rubber ring inside is spoilt and needs to be replaced.
Steps to replace the rubber ring:
Close the control valve at the back of the tapstand and count
the number of turns to close it. After repair, open it the same
number of turns to get the same flow back.
Open the top nut with sliding wrench or pliers and remove the
broken ring.
Take some hemp and twist it. Put sufficient hemp and but also
not much with some compound below the top nut. It should not
be in the thread. Hemp and compound will function as replacement for the rubber ring.
Fix the top nut back and tie. Don't over tie it because then the
tap handle cannot be turned
Plen the control valve the same number of turns as it was closed.
Leaking middle part
First check with sliding wrench if the middle part is properly tied. Try to
tie it a little more and see if the leakage stops. If this is not the case then
the big washer between middle part and bottom part is spoilt and needs
to be replaced.
Steps to replace the big washer:
Close the control valve at the back of the tapstand and count
the number of turns to close it.
Remove the top of the tap with a sliding wrench. Be careful
because there is a smaller washer inside.
Put a new washer or a little hemp and compound in the thread
and fix the top of the tap back. Maker sure that the smaller
washer is still in place.
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Open the control valve the same number of turns as it was
closed.
Leaking from the mouth
The solution is to replace the small washer inside because this one is
spoilt
Steps to replace the small washer inside:
Close the control valve at the back of the tapstand and count
the number of turns to close it.
Remove the top part of the tap with sliding wrench and take
out the brass saddle where the washer is fixed. Be careful
because there is this small part inside.
Take the small washer out by loosening the small nut with a
plier and replace the rubber washer with a new one OR
Turn the old washer upside down, which gives a flat rubber
surface again. This can only be done once. OR
Cut a new washer from an old tyre tube to exactly the same
size and make a small hole in the middle. OR
Use a vaccine bottle cap from BHU and cut it flat. This is of a
nice rubber quality and almost the same size. OR
Cut a new washer from an old chappie like from a tyre tube.
Do not make the washer too thick.
Place the (new or local) washer and washer saddle back in the
tap. Check for the right direction. Rubber washer must be at
the bottom.
Fix middle part back and do not forget the big washer. When
the big washer is spoilt use a little hemp and compound to
replace it.
Open the control valve the same number of turns as it was
closed.
When the thread of the handle inside the tap is spoilt, nothing can be
done to repair the bibcock. Only a new bibcock can solve the leakage

leaking socket

Leaking Top Part

Leaking Socket

Leaking Middle Part

making Mouth
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Pipe Repair
The pipe of their water supply scheme has accidentally been cut so
no water is reaching the tapstand in the village. The caretakers
have located the place by checking all the pipes and now together
they are repairing the pipe.
The pipe has to be buried in the ground to prevent leakage and
cutting. The villagers should dig a trench of three feet deep and
remove all stones from the trench. After laying the pipe the trench
can be filled. Make sure that no stones are directly on top of the
pipe since this can easily damage the pipe.
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Various steps in HDPE pipe joining

a) Keep the pipe almost parallel
to the ground. Hold with one hand
and cut it with a saw perpendicular to the pipe axis

b) Face of the cut pipe with
burs and scratch markings on
the pipe ends
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c) Keep the pipe at the edge of an
elevation platform in place by your
right foot. File the face of the cut pipe
with the file end to make the cut face
perpendicular to the pipe axis

d) Keep the pipe with your left
hand and remove burrs with a
sharp knife, make the face of the
pipeend even and smooth
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e) File the face of the cut pipe
with a bastard file to make the pipe
ends' surfaces perpendicular to the
pipe axis

f) After cleaning, both the pipes
are now ready for butt welding:
Please do not touch the pipe faces
until welding is over

g) Heat the hot plate over a fire

h) Butt welding should be done
at 220 degree C. Check the temperature with thermochrome
chalk. If the blue colourchanges
to grey white in 3 seconds the
temperature is right and the
plate is ready for welding

g)

¡) Immediately after ascertaining
the correct temperature, insert
plate into a teflon bag

j) Keep the hot plate between
pipes to be weldes. Press both
pipes towards each other with
hands with same amount of
pressure with both hands, for
this step, two persons are
;
needes

k) When a 3mm. ring have
formed on the face of both
pipe ends, remove the hot
plate and join the pipes by
pressing the pipes exactly
towards each other with the
same amount of pressure

FABRICATION OF BEND

cutting

FABRICATION OF Y
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cutting

cutting

FABRICATION OF TEE
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FABRICATION OF CROSS
reducer
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Cement Works

General procedure of cement work to carry out minor repair of
the structure.
1.

Materials needed - cement, clean sand, clean water, some tools

2. Tapstand repair:
Get the materials ready
Make the places for repair
Remove all loose cement parts
Prepare the cement ; sand mix (1:4 ratio)
Appiy with trowel & after 1 day pour water everyday for 7
days.
3. BPT/Reservoir repair:
First Day
Get materials ready
Mark the places for repair
Empty the tank
Remove al loose cement parts
Prepare the cement : sand mix (1:2.5 ratio) ,
Apply with trowel one thin layer on outside and wait till
tomorrow
Second Day:
Make new mix and apply second thin layer on outside and
one layer on the inside
•
Make the repaired spot wet everyday for 7 days
Use the tank only after 7 days
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Damaged BPT
or Reservoir

cracked Tapstand

